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Why Do Most Efforts to Combat Corruption Fail?
 Ignorance on corruption is their power

Washington, D.C , 02.03.2018, 19:13 Time

USPA NEWS - Whether you´re a civil servant, a member of the media, a trade union member or official, a business person, an NGO
worker, or an ordinary citizen, you CAN act against corruption, starting today! The benefits are better education, improved
healthcare,a functioning justice system, enhanced development, strong democracy, and more prosperity for all.

Corruption is contagious! Many countries that suffer from corruption have a centralized anti-corruption body focused on combatting it.
Other countries that do not suffer from corruption as much have decentralized bodies. It seems like there is a negative correlation
between the two.

There are a very few centralized bodies that have actually succeeded in fighting corruption but most have failed. The reasons being
quite obvious. When there is a centralized body to fight corruption, other departments will be involved. It is very easy for politicians and
bureaucrats to buy officials. In a decentralized hierarchy, it is not that easy.

When we look at centralized bodies, they are usually big. Bigger hierarchical structures mean more people involved. The crimes
investigators are mostly investigating cases of their bosses. External pressures and internal stress prevent honest officers from doing
their best. Many officers have faced job losses when trying to be honest.
If we examine decentralized bodies that combat corruption, we can clearly see that smaller agencies have less people to report to.
Smaller structures mean effective communication among officers. The aims of smaller agencies are much clearer in fighting
corruption.

Corruption needs to be fought with integrity and honesty. Accountability must be made a habit in the agency and throughout the
structure. Reforming society as a whole is the most effective step towards fighting corruption. Everyone should be accountable -- from
clerks to the top leadership.

The strength of the people can shake any structure no matter how strong. Societies that do not tolerate corruption at any level are the
ones that thrive. Political leadership is dependent on the people of the country. A society that does not tolerate any corruption ““
whether from leaders or themselves ““ will inevitably succeed.
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